
Ongoing Projects 
Sponsored by
NASA WVSGC



Maker Fundamentals Workshop Series

NASA WVSGC continues to

support the Robert C. Byrd

Institute in expanding the

workshops they offer to youth.

Multiple camps covering topics

like 3D printing, TinkerCAD,

MakerBots, physics, and a

whole host of other

engineering topics give

students the opportunity to

experience hands-on STEM

activities.



West Virginia Robotics

“There is literally no way to

thank you [Candy], Majid, Kati

and the Space Grant for being

the longest sponsor of Robotics

Competitions in West Virginia”-

Todd Ensign



Green Bank

The FLL team that won first place at

the state championship is a team of

eight students from Green Bank,

WV. They will be traveling to Detroit,

Michigan in April to compete in the

World Festival tournament.

Competing with teams from around

the world will be an amazing

opportunity for these kids.

Sarah Cole
Green Bank Elementary Middle School
8th Grade

“Robotics has changed my life because
before I joined Robotics I had no idea
what I wanted to be when I get older,
but now I want to be a software
engineer. I really enjoy programming
and want to build on that. Core values
has taught me to treat people with
respect and be more optimistic.
Finally, going to Worlds will be a life
changing opportunity.”



Flaming Unidroids

The Flaming Unidroids, a FLL team from

Morgantown, secured second place at

the state championship at Fairmont

State University. This has earned them

the opportunity to travel to

Montevideo, Urguay in May to

participate in the FLL Open

International. They are currently raising

funds for travel through gofundme and

by meeting with local companies and

academic entitites. Their coaches also

say they are learning Spanish.



STF-1 Updates

STF-1 continues to send updates back

to the team. This picture on the left

shows the curvature of the Earth, some

cloud cover, space, and the Sun. This

image was taken on March 8, 2019.

Data analysis process has begun, and

the STF-1 team continues to work with

WVU science teams in looking at that

data.



Space Flight Design Challenge

NASA WVSGC supported

students from Marshall

University, West Virginia State

University, Blue Ridge

Community Technical College,

West Virginia Wesleyan

College, and West Virginia

University to travel to Wallops

Flight Facility to launch

experiments.



NASA WV Space Grant 
Consortium Footprints



Monthly Updates

Starting in May, the NASA WVSGC office will start e-

mailing the board on the last Thursday of every

month with a highlight of the previous events and

activities that occurred during that time. These

highlights will be made available on our website

under Monthly Updates which can be found un

News & Events.






